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Storytellers

- Research project 2016/2017
- OCLC Research & LIBER
- Case studies on PIDs in European Research Information Management: Finland, Netherlands, Germany
- Report by @RebeccaBryant18, @ConstanceM, @libsun

doi:10.25333/C32K7M also via oc.lc/rim
Today’s story

- Exposition: PIDs thriving in context
- Action & Climax: PID drivers reality check
- Dénouement: PID tactics to take away

Tell your PID tactics story in the end!
PIDS THRIVING IN CONTEXT

Research Information Management at scale in the Netherlands
PID DRIVERS REALITY CHECK
It is a standard.
It has potential.
It is required.
It facilitates scale.
It is a source of data.
It is a source of data.

→ It helps capture research activity and outputs efficiently.
Wait a minute: What about organizational PIDS?
Gosh, can’t you just agree on a single one?
TACTICS TO TAKE AWAY
Tactics for lovers

• Don‘t talk about standards, good practice, better data, … even if that is what YOU ♥ them for.

• Focus on tangible benefits – solve someone‘s problem
• Focus on data workflows, not just identifiers
• Embrace scaled infrastructure (culturally sensitive)
• Embrace mandates (culturally sensitive)
• Engage the library to help get researchers on board
LET US TALK

Questions? For me or for others?

Share *your* tactics story with us!
Spectacular failures?
Surprising successes?
Thank you!
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